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n Inner Child Matrix

Why Inner Child Matrix?
l Subconscious programmes run 95-98% of your daily behaviour, activities and habits

l Many of these negative programmes were imprinted in the first 6 years of your life based on
trauma, misperceptions and observing those around you

l These programmes are based on images of these past events, held in your local fields and
regarded subconsciously as current events

l Eventually when these negative programmes cause enough stress, the body will try to
adapt at a chemical, hormonal, cellular and DnA level

l When this happens you will develop a physical or psychological dis-ease 

l inner Child Matrix changes these images

Benefits of Inner Child Matrix
l Easy to use and gentle on clients

l Quickly finds core issues 

l Locates pre-conscious trauma (pre-6 years)

l Allows client-driven reframes and cognitive shifts

l Locates psychological reversal and secondary gain

l Fills the EFT void/creates positive beliefs 

l Works on dissociated clients with no SUDS levels

l Allows forgiveness and wisdom to be gained

l Sends a message to the body the trauma is over

l Resources the client and rewrites the past

l Powerfully utilises the law of attraction

What Happens With Trauma?
l Fraction before trauma consciousness freezes

l FFF kicks in to help survival 

l Body protected bio-chemically from emotional and physical overwhelm 

l numbed out – never happened – never stops

l Consciousness compresses all sensual information 

l Held for protection, survival and avoidance of similar event

l Requires lots of energy to hold information, especially with people with lots of trauma who
get re-triggered often

l When threshold lowers dis-ease will result
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l When we release the energy and move safely through the memory, the body’s systems can
let go and feel safe. We’ll cover ways to do this with inner Child Matrix.

n The Inner Child Matrix Process

The five steps in summary:

2. Change the past memory (Karim nader)

3. Change Beliefs (Bruce Lipton)

4. Re-set internal and external (Epigenetics)

5. Heart Meditation (Heart Math)

The Detailed Steps: The Past Healing Process

l Bring a past experience into the awareness

l notice how old you were when you experienced this

l As you uncover the memory go ahead and let the present day you step into the memory

l greet the past you by saying, “Hi my name is ................., i have come from the future. is it OK if
we work together?”

l Once you get the yes signal, ask them how they feel about the old situation

l As you take their hand, start “you” tapping on what they express, “Even though you felt sad, i
love and accept you”

l Keep tapping on their words till there is no more charge

l You can also tap silently 

l Once the past charge is no longer there, ask what positive quality or resources they needed
at the time that might have helped them handle the old situation in a more empowering
way

l Ask them how they would like to receive those resources and let them go ahead and
complete that 

l if unknown then simply ask them to breathe in the resource qualities

l Then check how they feel about the past memory

l if they share a positive emotion then ask them for a colour, texture, size and shape,
fragrance and taste for that emotion 

l Ask them to put their hand on their heart and breathe into this emotion and place the
colour, texture, size and shape, fragrance and taste in every cell in the body, including the
neuronal pathways

l Then ask them how they feel and ask them to radiate this emotion out of their heart into the
room that they live in, into the house that they live in, into all the houses of the world, the
stars, galaxies and cosmos and then back onto their heart
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l Ask them to open their eyes when the healing feels completely complete 

l Test how they feel about that past experience

Inner Child Matrix Testing
it is important to test the results by re-playing the old situation. One of four things are likely to
happen:

1. The old situation seems resolved

2. They are not able to recall or re-play the old situation as it seems transformed

3. The original situation seems blank. in this case you can ask them what would they like to fill
the void with

4. There is some intensity left around the past situation and this can be resolved by going
back into the memory now or at a later time in the future

You can keep going back into the memories as many times till the intensity is completely
cleared, beliefs transformed and the new vibration embedded.

Preconscious Trauma
l inner Child Matrix locates preconscious trauma, even trauma that has occurred before the

first six years

l very few therapies or practices have tools for working with preconscious memories, yet the
research of cell biologist Bruce Lipton indicates that this is when most of the damage is
done to our perceptions of self

l With the inner Child Matrix technique your client can interact with themselves as far back as
in the womb, and can access and resolve preconscious traumas 

Recall Techniques
There are three different ways to access past memories:

1. From a current situation to the past by tuning into the energy in the body where the current
circumstance  is perceived and asking, “when have you felt like that before?”

2. From past situations to other old circumstances

3. By repeated tapping on the current situation

How to Work with Allergies and Phobias
1. Before beginning with the inner Child Matrix past process first develop a strategy so as not

to trigger the past phobic or allergic response. An example of a strategy is where you ask
your client what did the past you need to protect themselves from the allergic response or
to feel safe when triggered by the phobia.

2. Once a strategy is established asked the client to recall past experiences of when they
might have been exposed to the allergic substance or the phobic situation.

3. Use the inner Child Matrix past healing process to clear.
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4. Then explore if there are other past experiences directly or indirectly related and use the
inner child past healing process to clear them.

5. With the phobia you can test by imagination and in reality (if realistic). Whereas with an
allergy best not to test only in imagination and not in reality. The test in reality will occur
naturally when the person is ready. 

6. Complete the process by changing the vibration and the heart meditation.

Trauma Resolution 
The inner Child Matrix technique is very valuable in its ability to send a message to the body
that the trauma is over. it ends the trauma cycle where the trauma is constantly being
replayed over and over in the Matrix. This enables the body and the cells to respond in
healthier ways, and begin to heal.

The Role of the Heart
l Thoughts are conscious reasoning about something

l Feelings are subjective experiences of something

l Beliefs are interpretations of something 

l Behaviour is a goal-directed action to achieve something

l The heart generates the body’s most powerful electromagnetic field, 60 x more powerful
electrically and 5000 x magnetically than the brain

l Our heart radiates electromagnetic energy 10 feet from our bodies in a 360 degree sphere,
broadcasting information 24 hours a day

l Heart ‘energetic’ communication  just below our conscious awareness

l The heart communicates information to the brain and throughout the body via
electromagnetic field interactions

– A person’s emotional state is also communicated throughout the body via the heart’s
electromagnetic field

– ‘The disruption of the bodies energy system can be traced back to a disruptive picture; the
replacement of that picture creates a permanent healing effect.’

– ‘Become aware and mindful of the fact that your past, current and future pictures are
influencing your life, including your physical, emotional and spiritual wellbeing’

– Destructive, often unconscious, images cause physical and non-physical illnesses

Helping The Past You at Different Parts of the Memory
l Sometimes, particularly when working with severely devastating memories such as sexual

abuse or extreme violence, it may be preferable to start from the end of the movie. in these
cases, clearing the intensity around the final outcome of what happened can make it easier
to go into the memory

l At other times it might be appropriate to communicate with the past you before the event
to explain what will happen and reassure them everything will be OK
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How to Work With Pre-Conscious Memories
l Used when clients have no conscious memory of a specific event or they have dissociated

from the memory

l it includes a vast array of things that may have occurred in the womb, or in preconscious or
early childhood

l it may be an event that someone else said had occurred, such as a traumatic birth, a very
early childhood operation, or being put up for adoption

l For some people it is more of a sense of what happened in the womb or early childhood,
and can include: 

– Feelings around not being wanted whilst in-utero or early childhood
– Early arguments between parents
– Family traumas or tragedies

n Inner Child Matrix Benefits

Working With Disassociated Clients
l inner Child Matrix works on disassociated clients with have no SUDs levels, a group which as

EFT practitioners is one of the most challenging to work with

l

for them

l This is the same reason client often cannot remember the original trauma

l inner Child Matrix works perfectly with this client group as the technique works more
effectively when the client is disassociated from their past self

How to Use the Process to Shape the Future
l inner Child Matrix can be used to shape your future 

l When you have fears about the future. Sometimes we rehearse destructive futures, and
when we understand about the Law of Attraction, it is obvious that we are reinforcing our
point of attraction for negative encounters

l So if you find yourself imagining the worse, use the past healing process and change the
imagined scene or image to a more supportive and positive one 

l You can also ask your future-self to take you back to an early memory which reminds you of
this fear, and this can be a good way of accessing memories around themes, that were not
previously accessible to you

How to Work Surrogately
l inner Child Matrix has amazing effects working surrogately with others

l Firstly, as we are all connected, when you resolve your own issues, the others that were
involved in your memories will also receive benefits 
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l You can also work directly on other people in the memory whilst working in the Matrix with
your past you

l There are numerous other ways to work surrogately within the Matrix that are only limited
by the imagination

How to Work With the Law of Attraction
l inner Child Matrix powerfully utilises the law of attraction. When we have traumatic

experiences and hold these images in the Matrix, we continue to attract similar experiences 

l With this inner Child Matrix once we resolve the trauma and change the image (having let
the body experience this new reality and having powerfully sent it back out to the field) we
change what we attract and begin to draw more fulfilling and life sustaining experiences

Changing your Vibration
l Write a list of negative life events and categorise them into themes

l Pick one theme and systematically work with the past memory healing proces to create
positive pictures in the field

l Each theme might takes weeks of daily work to recreate your life experience

l Use vOC level to gauge life changes

n Key Points to Remember

l Only tap full rounds when the past you is traumatised 

l All other times just use the finger points (inc KC + 9gP)

l Past healing process – focus on de-traumatising past you, create a good picture and
reimprint 

l Memory de-traumatise past you then discover the beliefs made at the time – go into the
memory at least two times, come out and take new SUDs, then go back in 

Resourcing past you
l Changing memory – keep it directly relevant to the belief/decision formed

l Only resource if needed and relate it directly to what they need to create new an opposite
belief to the original decisions 

l Don’t take them to a new place if they can get what they need from re-creating the original
memory

l Don’t bring someone in to resource them if they can do it themselves (otherwise this says
they can only do it with help in future)
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Summary 
l First issue is de-traumatising the past you

l Move the past you through the trauma

l give them new resources 

l Put the past you in community 

l Create new pictures

l Send message to the body of the new reality

Memories – To Change or Not to Change
l Don’t deny big ‘T’ events (death, rape, tsunami, 9/11, abortion, earthquake, car crash, war,

physical and sexual abuse, etc)

l Resolve trauma – change negative beliefs and decisions, then create a good picture

l if requested, bring dead people into the Matrix to communicate with the client after the
resolution. Don’t deny deaths

l Change small ‘t’ events to direct opposite of the belief formed/ability to perform
function/face phobia, etc 

Changing the Vibration Process
l Elicit lots of information about the new picture (emotions/sounds/smells/touch/colour

around picture – not framed – language of central nervous system)

l Bring information into the brain 

l The information is changing neural pathways/pattern breaking

l Take the information through the body – epigenetics, cells picking up new information,
focus on diseased parts if relevant

l Take information into the heart (hand on heart to focus on the area) send from the heart
through the body and out into the universe.

l Re-imprint good new memories many times/every day LOA

Recap on Key Points
l Three ways to de-traumatise the past you: 

– EFT
– Move past you through trauma
– Community for client 
– Community for past you (in new memory)

l Three ways to find specific memories/ core issues 

– Slow EFT
– Follow the energy – draw in the past you
– Past you to past you
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l Association v dissociation 

– Past you into client
– Client into past you

Conclusions
l By clearing the past trauma, the body-mind can heal

l Uncovering disempowering beliefs and creating healthier ones changes the biochemistry
of the body

l Resetting the past using change memory lets the body know the trauma is over

l installing the new vibration internally and externally allows for the DnA to change based on
epigenetics

l The heart meditation soothes the nervous system to come back into balance 
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ABoUT THe TRAINeR
Rangana Rupavi Choudhuri (PhD) is an international
speaker, trainer as well as business coach. She travels
around the world training people to feel more
confident in themselves. Her workshops are
captivating, life changing as well as inspiring. She trains
people who want to feel better in themselves or want
to learn the techniques to help others and make a
living as well. 

About Vitality Living College
vitality Living College was formed in 2007 and is a member of the vitality group
Companies. it is the only global therapeutic skills and coach training college that:

l Teaches therapeutic and coaching skills to create for health and wellness, peak
performance and spiritual development

l Mentors coaches, practitioners and trainers to be successful with clients and in
building their business

l Takes delegates through a step-by-step approach from foundational courses to more
advanced techniques

l Brings the latest advanced techniques in peak performance, health and spiritual
development for the first time in india

l Uses accelerated learning techniques and experiential learning to enable you to use
the skills learnt straight-away

l Trains, mentors and empowers professionals, leaders, business owners, therapists,
coaches, students and consultants to boost their life, work, relationships and well-
being

it is a unique college that is committed to training and development empowering all
its delegates, coaches and trainers to reach their highest potential effortlessly and
easily. 
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